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research question
Can and should design practices be used 
to provoke and facilitate model-making by sociolegal researchers?

overview
This project explores the risks and rewards of using design-based 
strategies to enhance sociolegal research — that is, research that inter-
prets law as a social phenomenon. 

It draws on my experience as an established sociolegal re-
searcher; findings from individual and collaborative experimentation 
involving around 100 other researchers; and literature and practice 
from across the fields of social, policy, industrial and graphic design. 
It has been conducted in the open, with each stage shared via Twitter 
(@aperrykessaris), videos (https://vimeo.com/amandaperrykessaris) 
and blog posts (https://econosociolegal.wordpress.com).

This document sets out the research underlying the project. 
It is structured according to the four, alternately divergent and conver-
gent, phases which the Design Council has identified as being charac-
teristic of the design process: Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver. 
It is intended to offer a succinct insight not only into this project, but 
also into the structured freedom that is characteristic of design-based 
practice. A selected bibliography is indicated throughout.

introduction





part a
discovering

:
Can ‘making things tangible and visible’ enhance  

the common good flowing from sociolegal research?
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: part a

a.
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:

I first explored sociolegal research through a 
material gaze in collaboration with fellow student 
Andy Renmei and materials scientist Zoe Laugh-
lin at The Institute of Making in August 2016. We 
explored social change concepts through physical 
metaphors. I went on to focus on sociolegal con-
cepts. 

sources 
a. Stills from Perry-Kessaris, A. (2016) ‘Sociolegal 

making 5: Material metaphorization. October 31, 
2016 Available at: https://vimeo.com/189612313 
(Accessed: 7 November, 2017).

b. Wilkes, S, Wongsriruksa, S, Howes, P, Gamester, 
R, Witchel, H, Conreen, M, Laughlin, Z, Miodown-
ik, M (2016) ‘Design tools for interdisciplinary 
translation of material experiences’ 90 Materials 
and Design 1228-1237.

discovering

b.
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:

Materialize

v. 1 intr. become actual fact 2 a tr. 
cause (a spirit) to appear in bodily 
form b intr. (of a spirit) appear in 
this way. 3 intr. colloq. appear or 
be present when expected 4 tr. 
represent or express in material 
form 5 tr. make materialistic.

The definition of the word ‘materialize’ was 
a rich source for thinking about what a material 
gaze might bring to sociolegal research. But a 
turning point came in my encounter with social and 
innovation design: Kees Dorst on ‘re-framing’ and 
‘design for the common good’; and Ezio Manzini 
on helping non-experts to ‘make things visible and 
tangible’. I redefined my project in those terms

sources
a. Element included in table-top presentation, 8 

February 2017. 
b. Dorst, K. (2015) Frame innovation: Create new 

thinking by design. London: MIT Press and 
Manzini, E. (2015) Design, when everybody designs. 
London: MIT Press. 

c. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

a.

b.

part a
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:

c.

discovering
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:

a.

part a
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:

Drawing on the work of Andi Arnovitz, I made 
visible and tangible some core concerns that tend 
to trouble sociolegal researchers. I used the form 
of worry beads, which are indigenous to Cyprus. 
Individual experiment, London, July 2016. 

sources
a. Andi Arnovitz (2013) ‘My worry beads’. Available 

at: http://andiarnovitz.com (Accessed: 27 May 
2016)

b. Worry beads. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

b.

discovering
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:

a.

part a
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:

I began making visible and tangible my socio-
legal research into economic life of law in Cyprus. 
Influenced by Dunne and Raby (2013) I experiment-
ed with soil as a physical prop to aid imaginative 
solutions and reconciliation around rights of cur-
rent occupiers and dispossessed owners of property; 
and speculative ‘peace potatoes’ as a device for 
aiding positive attitudes to trade between Turkish 
Cypriot and Greek Cypriot communities. Individual 
experiments, London, May and September, 2016. 

sources
a. Dunne , A and Raby, F. (2013) Speculative 

everything: design, fiction, and social dreaming. Lon-
don: MIT Press. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

b. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris

b.

discovering
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:

a.

part a
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:

I used concept cards to analyse a legal document 
and Genuino smart object components to think 
about public communication during referenda.

sources
a. Concept cards.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.
b. Genuino smart objects. 

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris

b.

discovering
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:

a. b.

part a
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:

Short courses and workshops allowed me to 
discover the basics of specialist fields and concerns 
in design that I expect to return to in the future.

sources 
a. Discovering event experience design in ‘Designing 

narratives for event experiences’, short course, 
LCC, 3 and 4 June, 2017. 

b. Questionnaire from short course ‘Inter-cultural 
creativity’ LCC, 16 October 2015 Natasha Radcly-
ffe-Thomas.

c. Discovering policy design strategies such as 
information safaris and prototyping in ‘Future im-
aginaries: policy’, workshop led by Lucy Kimbell, 
CSM, 23 September, 2016.

c. d.

discovering
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:

Participating in an exhibition devoted to ‘mak-
ing UAL teaching visible’ allowed me to work with 
fellow students to make visible and tangible our 
collaborative research process through a display of 
objects. 

sources
a. Exhibit planning sessions 1 and 2.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
b. Exhibit planning sessions 1 and 2.  

Credit: Bec Worth.
c. ‘Practices of Enquiry: Making UAL teaching visi-

ble’, Chelsea College of Art, 14 November 2016. 
Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris

a.

b.

part a
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:

c.

discovering





part b
defining

:
What aspects of sociolegal research  

might be enriched by model-making?
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:

During this phase I narrowed my focus to 
model-making. I began to use short edited videos 
not only to share my experimentation but also to 
communicate my findings, including this taxonomy 
of sociolegal model making: modular, found and 
bespoke.

sources
a. Collection of sociolegal model making videos. 

Available at: https://vimeo.com/amandaperrykes-
saris.

b. Still from Perry-Kessaris, A (2017) ‘Sociolegal 
model making 10:Towards a taxonomy’ May 16. 
Available at: https://vimeo.com/217682782 (Ac-
cessed: 7 November 2017).

a.
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:

b.
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:

I designed and tested text and image based pro-
cesses for making research visible and tangible with 
groups of 4 to 50 sociolegal researchers. 

sources
a. Regulating Time conference (organised by Emily 

Grabham and Sian Beynon-Jones) at Canterbury 
Cathedral in September 2016.  
Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

b. Worksheet. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

part b

a.
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:defining  

b.
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:

I reached back to my experience participating in 
a LEGO workshop to design and test collaborative 
modular building processes with groups of 4 to 50 
sociolegal researchers.

sources
a. ‘Managing stuckness skillfully’, workshop, CSM, 

11 March 2016. Credit: Amanda-Perry-Kessaris. 
b. Worksheet. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

a.

part b
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:

b.

defining  
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:

I further explored individual model-making in 
relation to my own sociolegal research. In an exper-
iment conducted in London, October 2016. I used 
LEGO to plan my approach to a sociolegal writing 
project on legal indicators. I then included images 
form that experiment in the resulting peer-reviews 
journal article. 

Source: 
Proofs of Perry-Kessaris, A. (2017) ‘The re-co-con-
struction of legitimacy of/through the Doing 
Business indicators’ International Journal of Law in 
Context.

part b
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:

In addition to the more active roles that it plays in stimulating competition and directing
conditional funding, a legal system indicator also acts as a placeholder. A placeholder is ‘a
technique for working with and in the meantime’ – for pragmatic and other reasons (Riles, 2011,
p. 173). It fulfils the human need to set our awareness of contingency and provisionality to the
side. The indicator functions as a placeholder for underlying, provisional and contingent aspects
of real social (including economic) life. Its form, whether presented raw as digits or visualised in a
chart, is akin to a snapshot. So it is that many of Susan Sontag’s (1977) foundational and
unsettling observations on photography have an unexpected resonance for the understanding of
indicators.

Sontag notes that photographs, and we might say indicators, are inherently value- and meaning-
less. The indicator/snapshot presents a world that is at once simplistically ‘atomic’ and therefore
accessible, composed of separate images without ‘interconnectedness’ or ‘continuity’ and at the
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Figure 2
Constructing indicators

Stills from Perry-Kessaris (2016b).
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:

A research trip to explore the economic life of 
law in Cyprus presented me with an opportunity 
to experiment with making my field work visible 
and tangible. I prepared a ‘kit’ of modular (LEGO, 
Playmobil) and found items (grasses, rocks) items; 
and I designed my first attempt at a ‘space’  — an 
A2 plastic mat with a blank map of Cyprus on 
which to work. I tested it with economist Fiona 
Mullen, who used the kit to explore and explain 
first property-related aspects of Cyprus peace talks 
and then her plans for a referendum information 
campaign. The experiment took place in December 
2016 at the Home for Cooperation, in Lefkosia-Nic-
osia-Lefkosa. This unique institution is devoted to 
collaboration, and is located in the highly evocative 
United Nations-monitored Buffer Zone separating 
northern and southern parts of the Island. 

sources
a. Preparing the kit, London.  
Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
b. Deploying the kit in Cyprus. 
Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
c. The Home for Cooperation. 
Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris

a.

b.

part b
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:

c.

defining  
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:

Picking up the reflective thread initiated in 
with my worry beads, I experimented with making 
bespoke models of the Cypriot economic actors at 
the centre of my research. I based the models on 
ancient Cypriot artefacts found in museums. 
I staged the models, first in a studio setting and 
then in ever more dramatic locations across Cyprus.  
These activities were influenced by literature on 
Cypriot visual culture and social life.  

sources 
a. Wells, L., Stylianou-Lambert, T. and Philippou, 

N. (eds.) (2014) Photography and Cyprus: Time, 
place and identity. London: I.B. Tauris; Papadakis, 
Y. (2005) Echoes from the Dead Zone: Across the 
Cyprus divide. London: I.B. Tauris; and Peltenburg, 
E. (1989) Early Society in Cyprus Edinburgh: Edin-
burgh University Press.

b. Making the models in Fimo air-dry clay.   
Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

c. Connecting ancient and modern in a plan to stage 
the models in Lefkosia-Nicosa-Lefkosa old town. 
Hunt, D. Ed. (1982) Footprints in Cyprus. London: 
Trigraph. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris. 

part b

a.
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:

b.

c.

defining  
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:

I staged models of key people and concepts in so-
ciolegally meaningful locations across Cyprus. This 
work was informed by Anthony Gormley’s Event 
Horizon in which he staged life-sized sculpture of 
himself across London. The figures had a timeless 
and knowing quality that I found relevant and use-
ful to my sociolegal inquiry.

sources
a. Nicosia Buffer Zone, December 2016.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
b. Hilarion Castle, June 2017.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
c. Gormley, A. (2007) Event Horizon. Available at: 

http://www.antonygormley.com (Accessed: 7 
November, 2017). 

part b

a. 

b. 
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:defining  

c. 
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:

Through my experimentation with bespoke 
model-makng and staging I developed a visual 
vocabulary for speaking about the economic life of 
law in Cyprus. This in turn helped me to explain 
and explore my ideas more clearly to myself and to 
others. 

sources
a. Developing and documenting my visual vocabu-

lary. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.
b. Deploying my visual vocabulary at the Work In 

Progress 2017 [Exhibition] London College of 
Communication. Credit: Bec Worth.

part b

a.
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:defining  

b.





part c
developing

:
What core modelling processes  

should be designed for sociolegal researchers?
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: part c

In this phase of my research I narrowed my enquiry 
to understanding what model-making processes 
would work for sociolegal researchers. The ‘modular’ 
was already well-developed and had been tested indi-
vidually and collaboratively in multiple settings. The 
‘found’ process needed refinement, so I reached back 
to a workshop on how to read objects for inspiration. 
I decided to focus on museum collections, and to 
emphasise their generative potential as ‘more point 
of departure than destination’.

sources
a. Worksheet in ‘Researching skilfully through archives 

and objects’, workshop led by Judy Willcocks, CSM, 
22 October 2015.

b. Perry-Kessaris, A. (2016) More point of departure 
than destination [Exhibit] shown in 2025 Forecast-
ing Futures [Exhibition], London College of Commu-
nication, London. 13-21 May, 2016.

a.
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:developing

b.
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:

The found model making process was tested 
extensively in two events in March 2017 involving 
19 sociolegal researchers and the publication of 
15 articles in a special issue of the Autumn 2017 
Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly (68:3) . One event 
was part of the Socio-legal Studies Association 
(SLSA) annual conference in Newcastle, in which 
participants presented an object-based commentary 
in front of a model of the object. The other was a 
stand-alone workshop in the British Museum in 
which commentaries were delivered in front of the 
objects, followed by collaborative model-making. 
In both cases models were displayed to the public 
in a designed space — the Pop-up Museum of Legal 
Objects mat.

sources
a. Clare Williams presenting an object-based com-

mentary at the SLSA conference. Credit: Amanda 
Perry-Kessaris. 

b. Pop-up Museum of Legal Objects mat displayed 
in a public space at the SLSA conference. Credit: 
Amanda Perry-Kessaris. 

c. Pop-up Museum of Legal Objects mat displayed 
as presenters spoke at the SLSA conference. Cred-
it: Amanda Perry-Kessaris. 

a.

b.

part c
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:

b.

developing



46

:

a

part c
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:

At the British Museum participants delivered commentaries in 
front of their chosen objects, distributed bespoke traces of their pres-
entation to each other and collaborated to make and display models of 
their objects in the Great Court.

sources 
a. Steve Crawford delivers his object based commentary in the Enlight-

enment Gallery,
b. Collaborative model-making in the Great Court.
c. Folding a designed guide to the workshop in the Great Court. 

b. c.

developing
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:

I separately extended and combine the bespoke 
and found model making processes. At the British 
Museum event I delivered a commentary on an 
ox-hide copper ingot held in the Cyprus gallery. I 
distributed to participants a trace of the ingot made 
from Fimo oven dry clay. I then took replicas of 
those traces to Cyprus and combined them with my 
clay figures to create more flexible and meaningful 
models of the economic life of law in Cyprus. 

sources
a. Delivering a commentary in front of the ingot.  

Credit: Luis Eslava.
b. Making a trace of the commentary.  

Credit Amanda Perry-Kesssaris.

a.

part c
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:

b.

developing
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:

I returned to Cyprus with the ingot replicas, 
the clay figures and my 12 year old daughter. The 
intention was that I should be pushed to be as open 
as possible about both my design-based and my 
sociolegal research; and we would demonstrate that 
model-making can facilitate and provoke non-ex-
perts to engage with the sociolegal. In June 2017 
we conducted successful collaborative experiments 
across Cyprus. 

sources
a. Collaborative model making at ancient Salamis I.  

Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris.
b. Collaborative model making at ancient Salamis II.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.
c. Collaborative model making at St Hilarion.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris. 

b.

a.

part c
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:developing

c.
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:

I designed a new A0 scale sociolegal modelling 
space and brought it to Cyprus in June 2017 togeth-
er with the ingot replicas and clay figures. I tested 
the space in individual interviews and in site-specif-
ic work in Kyrenia, Cyprus. 

sources
a. Interview with economist Alex Apostolides, Nico-

sia. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
b.Interview with economist Fiona Mullen, Nicosia. 

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris. 
c. Kyrenia, Cyprus. Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

part c
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:developing

c.





part d
delivering

:
What designed artefacts will  

provoke and facilitate sociolegal model-making?
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: part d

In this phase I concentrated on designing a set 
of artefacts to provoke and facilitate model mak-
ing. The Pop-Up Museum of Legal Objects project 
was an opportunity to develop and test one visual 
language for one aspect of sociolegal modelling. But 
I was not satisfied that it would invoke the sense of 
freedom and wonder necessary for the  sociolegal 
model making kit. 

sources
a. A0 mat on which participants showed their 
models
b. Explanatory table-top sign
c. Slide for projection in a busy conference space 
d. A foldable guide to the objects that served as both 
schedule for and memento of, the day.  

a. b.

c.
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:delivering

d. 
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:

A Google search for the visual language of sociole-
gal research produced a bleak selection of refer-
ences; and visual research into existing guides and 
tool-kits showed them to place too much emphasis 
on simplicity, neat solutions and overplayed motifs 
such as think bubbles, light bulbs and cogs to be 
credible for a sociolegal audience. 

sources
a. Google images search for ‘sociolegal’. Available at  

https://google.com (Accessed: 12 October 2017).
b. Nesta (2014) Development impact and you 

toolkit. Available at http://diytoolkit.org (Ac-
cessed: 12 October 2017). 

a.

part d
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:

b.

delivering



60

:

a.

part d
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:

This Adbusters project is intended to disrupt and 
redirect traditional economic discourse. It commu-
nicates curiosity and wonder, and challenges the 
traditional language of economist by, for example, 
superimposing standard graphs on disturbing 
images. This approach is to dramatic for my project, 
but remains of  future interest. 

source 
Lasn, K. (2012) Meme wars: the creative destruction of 
neoclassical economics. London: Penguin,  pp. x-xi. 

b.

delivering



62

:

a. b. 

part d
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:

I used maps of neural networks and of squir-
rel-runs as the inspiration for a visual structure 
through which to lead my sociolegal users through 
my designed model-making process. The result 
felt too rigid and contrived.  

sources
a. Hildago, C. (2015) Why Information Grows: The 

evolution of order from atoms. London: Penguin, 
front cover detail.

b. Wood, D. (2013) Everything sings: maps for a narra-
tive atlas. Los Angeles: Stiglio, p. 42.

c. Prototype for visual structure. Credit: Amanda 
Perry-Kessaris.

c. 

delivering



64

:

a. 

part d



65

:

Pierre Bourdieu explains that members of a 
given social ‘field’ share a common ‘discourse’, 
including an ‘official’ language, which, together 
with other ‘apparently insignificant aspects of 
everyday life’ such as ‘constructed images’, form 
the ‘habitus’ of that particular social ‘field’. David 
Crow demonstrates how corresponding illegitimate 
and unofficial languages are defined by implication 
and/or created in response. I drew on this observa-
tion to identify pre-digital legislation as offering a 
stable, relevant and aesthetically appealing visual 
legal language.

sources
a. Crow, D. (2003) Visible Signs. London: AVA pub-

lishing, pp. 86-8.
b. Judicial Committee Act 1843 Chapter 38 6 and 7 

Vict.

b.

delivering



66

: part d



67

:

Inspiration for the layout of the Guide came 
from Ruben Pater’s multilingual, freely download-
able Drone Survival Guide which can also be pur-
chased printed on mirrored paper. Pater explains 
that reflective material can be used to mislead 
drones, so the poster is ‘a useful tool to interfere 
with the drone’s sensors’, but also ‘the mirrored 
material reminds us that drone surveillance is ulti-
mately people watching people...’  
 
source
Dronesurvivalguide.org  
Available at http:// Dronesurvivalguide.org.  
(Accessed: 5 November, 2017).

delivering



68

:

a. b. 

part d
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:

I began by copying Pater’s layout exactly. As I 
added content I adjusted the layout and tested alter-
native folds. The front of my first attempt failed to 
communicate what sociolegal model making would 
be like. The second version was improved by editing 
down to three suggestive but not prescriptive 
images of model-making. Scala — ‘Two typefaces, 
one form principle’—was chosen to reference the 
harmonious dialogue between design-based re-
search and sociolegal research that the project seeks 
to trigger..  

sources 
a. First attempt and front of A Guide.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
b. First attempt and front of A Guide.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris
c. Majoor, M. (2000) FontFont Focus No.1 FSI Font-

Shop International, p. 1.  . 

c. 

delivering
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:

My first attempt at the reverse of the guide was 
too inflexible to act as a model display space. I 
focused instead on sociolegal typographic language. 
I found section symbols unsuitable as they mainly 
used by legal practitioners, and in the United States. 
I settled on the colon because it implies a logical 
momentum from questions to answers and, as 
such, is often used by lawyers to provide structure 
in complex sentences. In the end I used a colon 
grid for both the reverse of A Guide and as the main 
feature in A Space.

sources
a. Second attempt at reverse of A Guide.  

Credit: Amanda Perry-Kessaris. 
b. Colons from Scala Sans and Helvetica typefaces. 
c. Colon deployed in final version of reverse of A 

Guide.

a. 

part d
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:

§

§

b. c. 

delivering
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:

My project ends with a new beginning: a work-
shop built around the Sociolegal Model Making 
artefacts.

source
Call for applications to Workshop to be held at the 
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, University 
of London, in March 2018. Available at: https://
econosociolegal.wordpress.com/2017/10/19/work-
shop-making-sociolegal-research-visible-and-tangi-
ble (Accessed: 8 November, 2017). 

part d
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:

KLS-IALS Workshop 
Making sociolegal research visible and tangible 

 
We invite you to attend a workshop devoted to reframing your current sociolegal research 
project using design-based strategies, and in so doing to improve your abilities to explain 
(ask: how?), to generate (ask: why?) and to speculate (ask: what if?) in relation to it.  
In this one day hands-on workshop you will make three types of models (modular, found and 
bespoke) about your own research project; and experience the risks and rewards—in terms 
of communication, agility and openness—of making your research visible and tangible in an 
communal setting. 
Organisers  
Amanda Perry-Kessaris, Professor of Law, Kent Law School (KLS) 
Diamond Ashiagbor, Professor of Law and Director of Research, Institute of Advanced Legal 
Studies (IALS) 
Date  
9:00-17:00, March 9 2018  
Location  
Institute of Advance Legal Studies, Charles Clore House, 17 Russell Square, Bloomsbury, 
London WC1B 5DR 
Participants  
Sociolegal researchers at all (post-doctoral) career stages. 
Process 
To apply for a place (funded by KLS and IALS) please answer the following questions on 
one side of A4 and submit it to Amanda Perry-Kessaris (a.perry-kessaris@kent.ac.uk) by 
December 1, 2017: 

What is your current research question? 
How are you going about answering it? 
Why is your project important for (a) theory and (b) practice? 
What problems are you having / do you anticipate? 
What do you think you might gain from making your research visible and tangible? 

Please mention in your covering email if you wish to seek support for travel costs from our 
(limited) bursary fund. 
For updates see http://wp.me/p7a9DX-Lp 

delivering





typography 
Scala (1990) and Scala Sans (1993) 
Designed by Martin Majoor 
Distributed by FontShop

project repository 
https://amandaperrykessaris.org/modelmaking

Amanda Perry-Kessaris  
Research Portfolio

thanks
Paul Bailey and my fellow students have made this 
MA the most exciting, communal and rewarding 
educational experience I have had. There is no place 
like Kent Law School, where academics, profession-
al staff and students have actively supported my 
training in graphic design, in every possible way, 
for four years. There is no family like my family, BBE 
KOTS. Special love to Nicos and his uncanny knack 
for identifying perspective-altering books.


